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Mark Your

              Calendar

Next Board Of Directors’ 
Meeting 

Thursday, 
May 16, 2013

     JOIN US!!!  
in the Administration Building 
at 1:30 p.m.  All unit owners 
and residents are encouraged 
to attend all Board meetings.

  Property Maintenance 
Committee, Thursday, June 6 
at 2 PM,  Administration 
Building

The LWCC Executive Board 
meets
Friday, May 17th at 9:30 am

The LWCC Board meets 
Tuesday 
April 30th at 9:30 am in 
Clubhouse I.

Tune in to Channel 974 on 
Monday April 29 at 7PM to 
see the April 19th Exec 
meeting televised.

Tune in to Channel 974 on Monday May 13 at 7PM to see the April 
30th LWCC Board of Directors meeting televised 

 The Grapevine Staff – Editor: Beth Leanza (301-598-4569) bethlea12020@gmail.com
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OUTGOING    President’s   
Corner

Dear Residents and Owners, 
Mutual 14,

At our April 18 board meeting we 
approved several projects to 
continue our 
program of maintaining and 
updating our buildings. Recently 
we changed the siding on 
buildings 10–13. We also are 
doing roof and gutter and 
downspout replacement on 
buildings 13 and 14. Soon we will 
be replacing the carport floor for 
building 16, the last for that long-
term project. Carpet replacement 
will be done on the walkways of 
the second and third floors of 
buildings 16 and 17, and painting 
will be done on buildings 12 and 
13 this spring and summer. 
Treatment of the ground floor 
walkways of buildings 16 and 17 
is still under consideration as is 
sidewalk replacement for some of 
the plaza homes and repair or 
replacement of the walk in 
“central park.”

I want to thank everyone who sent 
in a proxy for the election at the 
annual 
meeting of April 25 and also thank 
everyone who attended. The social 

committee did its usual excellent 
job of arranging for our pre-
meeting social hour. Mutual 14 
has always been able to have a 
quorum for its annual meeting and 
I hope you all keep that going in 
the future. It is necessary for 
conducting the business of the 
Mutual. 

During the open forum at the 
annual meeting several topics of 
interest were brought up. (1) A 
question about whether one can 
get their condo fee reduced if they 
use the new, energy efficient CFL 
light bulbs was asked. As you 

should realize, we are on the master-meter with almost half the units in Leisure 
World of Maryland plus our administration. With a structural change, such as 
installing energy efficient windows, we do adjust the e-rating of the unit and can 
adjust the condo fee because the e-rating system is used to determine our 
Mutual’s share of the total master-meter electric bill. Because the length of time 
one uses lights or electrical appliances varies from unit to unit there is just no 
way to account for individual electricity use without going to the expense of 
installing 
radio-controlled meters and then paying an additional fee for monitoring. We 
considered that a year or so ago and decided against it. But this does not mean 
you should not conserve electricity. It is (a) of benefit for all of us and (b) it does 
cut down on the total electric bill, which does mean that everyone on the 
master-meter benefits. (2) The idea of a “buddy system”, which would be of 
value to our single residents, was mentioned. The idea is that everyone in such a 
program would have someone who would call and check on him or her every 
day. We should have our Board look into officially sponsoring such a program. 
In the meantime, if you are living alone, it would be wise to agree with an 
acquaintance to do this sort of checking anyway. It can save a life.
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 (3) Two topics I have mentioned in my columns were 
also brought up — cleaning up after pets and not 
throwing cigarette butts on the property. We do need to 
each take responsibility for keeping out Mutual 
attractive. We do have facilities for disposing of pet 
waste. Tossing a cigarette butt is simply littering. Please 
use care, and if you see someone who is not being 
respectful, they should be confronted. It isn’t fun, but it 
may raise their consciousness. (4) The request was 
made that we should simplify and clarify the rules of the 
Mutual. Changing our Bylaws is a complex process, but 
changing the wording of our rules is much less 
difficult. Kathy Viney has volunteered to work on this. 
If you are interested in helping, let her know. The Board 
will consider making this a formal project.

The election of two members of the Board of Directors 
went well. We had five good candidates. John Radcliffe 
and Barbara Palmer were elected to three-year terms. 
John was a current director who had agreed to run 
again. Barbara Palmer has been a building 
representative and is very familiar with our Mutual. 
Their election keeps our Board strong. Barbara is 
replacing Jackie Rabinow, who served on the Board for 
19 years and was our president for four of those years. 
The Board won’t be the same without Jackie, but 
Barbara is a truly welcome addition. We will have 
another change on the Board, since our Treasurer, Ann 
Graham, will be moving out of our Mutual this summer. 
As provided by the bylaws, the Board of Directors will 
appoint someone to fill the remaining time of her term 
of office.

At the organization meeting immediately following the 
annual meeting new officers were elected for the 
Mutual. John Radcliffe is our new president, Linda 
O’Neil is the new vice president, Richard Bambach will 
serve as treasurer, and Agnes Glass continues as 
Secretary.

This is my last column as president of our condominium 
association. I requested that the Board of Directors elect 
a new president so I can help our new president get 
familiar with the tasks of the office during my last year 
on the board. I benefited from having both Jackie 
Rabinow and Frank Lozupone on the Board when I first 
took office. I hope I have served the Mutual well. We 
have been able to begin an active program of updating 
the appearance of our buildings and we have the 
funding in place to be able to continue that into the 
future. I have deeply appreciated the work of all our 
committees, our building representatives, our board 
members, and the staff of Leisure World of Maryland 
Corporation (our management) for their care in making 
this a wonderful place to live.

Richard Bambach
Former President and now Treasurer, Mutual 14.
301-598-5322
richard.bambach@verizon.net

Incoming President’s Message

As your new Mutual 14 Board of Directors President I 
want to express my appreciation to each of you for your 
support and confidence in my election to the board and 
subsequent election as president..I assure you I will do 
my best to provide you the quality leadership the mutual 
needs.
I would be remiss if I did not thank and show 
appreciation to Richard Bambach, our past president, 
for his outstanding leadership and contributions to our 
mutual. In addition Ann Graham, our outstanding 
treasurer, is moving and leaving the board. We will miss 
her contributions greatly.
You may know that Jackie Rabinow, our past president 
and board member is recovering from a nasty fall. We 
all wish her a speedy recovery.
You will see me walking the mutual frequently and 
meeting many of our residents. Please stop me at 
anytime to discuss concerns or provide suggestions. 
The mutual is our home and I hope that all residents 
take an active role in improving our community

John Radcliffe
President
301-233-0093
jradrltr@aol.com 

Little blue recycling baskets

Collecting  and  carrying  recycling  to  the  trash 
room  in  the  apartment  buildings  can  be 
cumbersome.  We’d like to make it easier - and if 
it’s  easier  you might  recycle  more!   Every unit 
can have a ‘little blue basket’ (approximately 14” 
x  13”  x  10”  with  a  fold-down handle).  They’re 
FREE  from  
Montgomery  County  through  our  Physical  
Properties Department. 

In the next few weeks you’ll find a notice and a 
sign-up sheet in your lobby.  Simply sign next to 
your apartment number and it’ll  be delivered to 
your  door soon thereafter.  If  the sign-up sheet 
isn’t there now, don’t worry; I’m only doing two  
buildings  at  a  time.   You  can  help  with  the  
distribution  in  your  building  by  calling  
Kathy Viney at 301-598-2691.
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QuickTime™ and a
BMP decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

 Sunday May 5 Cinco de Mayo

 

   Property Maintenance Committee

The majority of 2013 projects has been completed or 
are well under way. The board and batten style vinyl 
siding has been installed including carports on 
Buildings 10, 11, 12, AND 13. This style has been very 
well received and once again, Linda Oneal’s 
Architectural Design sub-committee has earned kudos. 
The reproofing of Buildings 13 and 14 with their 
carports along with new gutters and downspouts will be 
underway shortly. Contracts have been awarded for 
painting including ramps (non-skid paint) for Buildings 
12 and 13 along with painting ramps leading into the 
vestibules of Buildings 16 and 17. Contracts have also 
been awarded for new carpets to be laid on the second 
and third floor catwalks of Buildings 16 and 17. The 
Lozupone blue will soon be a memory. The floor of 
carport 16 will be replaced, completing an eight-year 
program of replacing all Mutual 14 carports as well as 
the stone with concrete under the end stairwells of the 
last three Buildings.
On May 2nd the Property Maintenance Committee will 
act on a choice of materials to replace Buildings 16 and 
17 first floor walkways. In addition a proposal for 
replacing Plaza home walkways will be sent to the 
newly elected Board of Director’s May 16th meeting. 
This should complete all of the major 2013 projects 
before the end of summer.

Rule of the month:
Sec.8.01 Motor Vehicles & Golf Carts
A. Except as provided in the bylaws or this section, 
motor vehicles may be parked in assigned carports or in 
the parking areas of the Mutual. No vehicle, whether or 
not owned by a resident or under his 
control or direction, may be parked in a manner that 
interferes with the entrance of another vehicle to its 
carport or with the exit of a legally parking vehicle, or 
blocks the entrance of a building of the Mutual.
B. No motor vehicle determined to be a 
"recreational vehicle" (RV) by the General Manager or 
the Board, for which space is available in an area set 
aside in the community for recreational vehicles, may 
be parked on the common elements of the 
Mutual.

C. A motor vehicle not the property of a 
permanent resident of the Mutual may not be washed in 
the Mutual or with water drawn from the Mutual's 
facilities.
D. Golf carts may not be parked or stored 
anywhere in the Mutual except in garages or carports, 
or, for short periods, in unusual circumstances, paved 
parking areas. A golf cart may not be driven on the 
unpaved areas of the Mutual, except by a resident who 
lives adjacent to the golf course in traveling 
directly to and from the golf course.
E. The batteries of a golf cart or other vehicle may 
be charged in the mutual only through a 
charging mechanism connected to a special electrical 
line installed for that purpose with the approval of the 
Board or a responsible Mutual committee.

 Personals… 

We did miss a birthday!
Pearl A. White (B11-1E) celebrated her 99th 
birthday on April 20th!!  Congratulations, Pearl!

DID WE MISS YOUR BIRTHDAY? Let Beth 
Leanza know and we will include it.

Happy Birthday
5/03 Linda Peters (B17-3G)
5/07 Sarah Sutton (B10-2F) 
5/29 Gerry Windham (B11-2F)

Thinking About Having Work Done on Your Unit?

If you are thinking of having some work done 
in your unit, here is some advice. Get bids. Get a few 
bids – get one from PPD, but also, get bids from 
outside vendors. You may be pleasantly surprised at 
the money you can save.

When you get a bid from a vendor, be sure you 
get their bid in writing. It should spell out what work 
is going to be done, and how much it is going to cost.

Also, be sure to get copies of information from 
them about their license, and their insurance. The 
insurance is important in the event there is a mishap 
during the work. It covers the vendor and you so no 
one has to pay more than the estimated cost of the 
work.

Your neighbor, Jim Moores 
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Landscape Committee                     
Spring has sprung, and so have the weeds, so it’s time to 
clean up your gardens. Just as a reminder, residents (and 
that includes tenants) in ground floor apartments are 
responsible for keeping the beds in front of their patios 
(whether open or enclosed) tidy and free of empty pots, 
dead plants, and weeds.  Residents in houses are 
responsible for all the beds along the outer walls of their 
homes.  We ask that house owners keep mulch at least 
six inches away from the foundation and siding to avoid 
attracting termites.  And no bird feeders are allowed 
anywhere in the Mutual: they attract more vermin than 
birds.

The Landscape Committee, chaired by Sharon Moores, 
walks around regularly to ensure all of our grounds are 
neat and tidy and attractive.  If we find that you’re not 
keeping your gardens up to standard, we’ll first send 
you a “friendly reminder”; after that, the Board of 
Directors gets involved and sanctions imposed.  If you 
can’t manage the work yourself, please consider hiring 
a garden service or making a one-time expenditure to 
have the beds returned to lawn

Saturday May 18th      Armed Forces Day

  Social Committee   

                                        
Flyers and sign-up sheets will be out next week for the 
Spring Picnic, scheduled for Wednesday, May 22nd 
starting at 6pm. For our new residents, this is an 
outdoor event, a street party, held on Vantage Hill 
Court.  Expect burgers and dogs, sausage and peppers, 
baked beans and potato salad, and deserts and drinks.  
Because we don’t have the facilities of the Clubhouse, 
everyone is asked to bring a chair, and a TV table if you 
want one.  There will be no parking on Vantage Hill 
Court, but there’s plenty of parking space just around 
the corner on Vantage Hill Road.

We always have such a happy time, meeting and 
greeting neighbors and enjoying the outdoors.  
Please come!

Reminders & Vital Info        

�  Kitchen Drain Test  - Check  It Out!!!

All apartment residents should perform the following 
test of your kitchen drainage monthly in order to avert a 
flood:

1) Fill the sink with water up to 1-1/2 “from the top.
2) Remove the stopper and let it drain.
3) If the water flows out quickly, all is well; your 

drain has ‘passed’ the test.
4) BUT, if the water drains sluggishly, your 

drain may be clogging up and could cause a flood in 
your apartment.  REPORT this at once to our Mutual 
Assistant so that the drain can be checked and cleaned 
out by the plumber.

  4  th   of July Parade   
It’s that time of year again.  We need 

someone to chair our entry into the L.W. July 
Fourth Parade?  Please help us ‘wave the flag’ by 
chairing this event.  Call Richard Bambach at 
301-598-5322 before May 15th, so that we may 
send in our entry.  
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 Energy Conservation 
 When you go away for any length of time in 

Summer (not Winter), avoid wasting energy by taking 
these steps before leaving: 

� Turn off your Air Conditioning
� Turn off circuit breaker to the Water Heater
� Unplug the TV set, Stereo, Radio, Toaster, or 

other unnecessary appliances.
You can conserve energy, even while you are at home.  

� Close the front door, behind the storm doors.

   Foundation Plantings   
Over the years, a great deal of money has been 

spent by the Leisure World Community, Mutual 14 and 
its residents to landscape and beautify the grounds 
surrounding our homes and apartment buildings.  It is 
the responsibility of the Landscape Committee of 
Mutual 14 to maintain the trees, shrubs and other plants 
in the common areas of the Mutual.   

Residents of the Plaza Homes and the first 
floors of the apartment buildings are permitted to plant 
in an area four feet around their homes.  The 
maintenance of such plantings in the area of four feet by 
past or present residents is the responsibility of the 
current residents of the units.  This area should be 
mulched and kept weed-free.  If it becomes necessary 
for the Board to employ a landscaper to remove 
unsightly weeds, the bill for this will be sent to the 
resident.  You will be notified about this in advance.  
Shrubs should be clipped so as not to scratch your 
aluminum siding.  Keep them about a foot clear of the 
wall.

Your cooperation in abiding by the rules will 
help maintain the beauty of Mutual 14. 

Sunday May 12th Mother’s Day

     IN MEMORIAM                      

Our condolences to the family of 
Elizabeth Fanning (B13-1E) 
who passed away on April 7.

Monday May 27th Memorial Day

      M14 ONLINE:   
www.mutual-14.org.

Don’t forget that all kinds of good information can be found 
on our Mutual’s website.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: John Radcliffe
Vice President: Linda ONeil 
Secretary: Agnes Glass
Treasurer: Richard Bambach
Director: James Moores
Director: Barbara Palmer
Director:
  

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Advisory: Agnes Glass & Aleen Phillips
Budget & Finance: Richard Bambach
Landscape: Sharon Moores
Property Maintenance: Frank Lozupone & Bill Buck
Social: Sharon Moores 
Architectural Design 
(Subcommittee of PMC)Linda ONeil

 Web Site: www.mutual-14.org
 http://www.lwmc.com  

Mutual Assistant: Gloria Robar - 301-598-1338
� Building Problems? - Call  Gloria at 301-598-1338
� Emergencies, when Gloria is not available - Call 

Physical Properties –301-598-1500
� After hours & weekends – Call  Main Gate

   – 301-598-1044

Comcast Issues - contact 301-920-9951

http://www.lwmc.com/
http://www.mutual-14.org/
http://www.mutual-14.org/
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